Electrochemical preparation of the bis(ruthenocenium) dication.
The electrochemical oxidation of ruthenocene (1) in CH(2)Cl(2)/[NBu(4)]A, where A = [B(C(6)F(5))(4)](-) or [B(C(6)H(3)(CF(3))(2))(4)](-), gives the dimeric dication [(RuCp(2))(2)](2+), 2(2+), in equilibrium with the 17-electron ruthenocenium ion 1(+). At room temperature the rapid equilibrium accounts for the quasi-Nernstian cyclic voltammetry (CV) behavior (E(1/2) = 0.41 V vs FeCp(2), A = [B(C(6)F(5))(4)](-)). Direct electrochemical evidence for 2(2+) is seen by CV and by bulk electrolysis at 243 K. The bis(ruthenocenium) dication undergoes a highly irreversible two-electron cathodic reaction at E(pc) ca. 0 V. Anodic electrolysis of 1 at 243 K using [B(C(6)H(3)(CF(3))(2))(4)](-) as the supporting electrolyte, followed by cathodic electrolysis of 2(2+), regenerates half of the original 1. Precipitation of 2(2+) occurs when the supporting electrolyte is [B(C(6)F(5))(4)](-), allowing facile isolation of [(RuCp(2))(2)][B(C(6)F(5))(4)](2). A second, unidentified, anodic product also reduces to give back ruthenocene. Digital simulations of the CV curves of 1 at 243 K give a dimerization equilibrium constant of 9 x 10(4) M(-1) for K(eq) = [(RuCp(2))(2)(2+)]/2 [RuCp(2)](+) in CH(2)Cl(2)/0.1 M [NBu(4)][B(C(6)F(5))(4)].